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Abstract - A four layered rectangular laminated Conoid shell in anti-symmetrical stacking sequence with equal thickness of layer for all sides clamped, all sides simply supported and two sides clamped two sides simply supported under transverse uniform pressure is analysed using ANSYS 15.0. The main objective is to study the effect of r/a ratio varying from 0.05 to 0.5 with an increment of 0.05 on the maximum principal stresses and deflection in structure under uniform pressure of magnitude 5000 kN/m$^2$.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The stability of any structure is the main concern in any engineering construction. Materials with higher strength to weight ratio are the most preferable to meet the desired requirements. Advancement in the modern technology Composite materials has been widely used now days for many purposes.

Composites are light in weight compared to traditional materials Composites exhibit very high strength in all directions. There are many properties which make them the best suited material at present such as corrosion resistant, flexible in nature, easy and time saving in construction, low thermal conductivity, durable etc.

1.1 Shell and its Classification

Shells are defined as the structures, which are essentially an expansion of plain surfaces or plates to bended plates and surfaces curved in geometry. Shells have small thickness in comparison to its other dimensions and have a curvature which differentiates it from plates.

The shape of a shell structure spreads forces uniformly throughout the whole structure which means every part of the structure supports only a small part of the load which provides strength to the structure. Membrane action in shells is primarily due to the plane stresses whereas the secondary forces also occur due to the flexural deformations.

1.2 Conoid Shell and its Applications

These are the doubly curved shells which are anticlastic in nature. They have negative Gauss curvature and membrane governing equation of the conoid shells is hyperbolic. These are the ruled surfaces with one edge curved and other edge straight. A conoid is ruled surface, whose rulings (lines) follow these conditions:

1. All rulings are parallel to plane – the directrix plane.
2. All rulings intersect a fixed line - the axis.

2. FEM and its Importance

FEM is a numerically based approach which is utilized in solving many engineering problems such as structural analysis, heat transfer, fluid flow, mass transport and electromagnetic potential. There are basically three types of finite elements:

1. One-dimensional element
2. Two-dimensional element
3. Three-dimensional element

2.1 Clamped Conoid with CP laminate

The maximum stresses and maximum deflection with increasing rise are given in Table and discussed below.
Pressure by using finite element method.

In the present report, conoid shell with changing rise to span ratio along with various boundary conditions is analyzed for principal stresses and deflections under uniform transverse pressure by using finite element method.

a) Cross ply performs better than angle ply laminates.

b) Boundary condition all sides clamped (CCCC) cross ply found to give better results than all other cases.

c) Rise to span ratio of 0.25-0.35 is found suitable for better performance of the Conoid shell.
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